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  Terms and conditions 
 

1.We -ABLE School of Motoring known as (“The School”), will agree to provide you with a step-by-step 
training course tailored to your abilities. 
2. Your tutor will be a Registered ADI on the Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency's (DVSA) register of 
Approved Driving Instructors 
3. You tutor will adhere to the DVSA's Code of Conduct. This means, that they will behave in a totally 
professional manner at all times. 
4. The training car supplied will be kept in a roadworthy, safe and legal condition. 
5. Your training period will last a minimum of one hour. 
6. For unforeseen circumstances (problems with car, another client has a cancellation test), your tutor 
may have to cancel your lesson however we will endeavour to rebook you as soon as possible.  
7. The School will reserve the right to terminate a training period or course if it suspects that the student is 
under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 
8. It will terminate the course if the student continuously cancels appointments. Any monies outstanding 
will be charged for at the current rate. 
9. We reserve the right to withdraw the training vehicle for a practical driving test, if in the opinion of the 
tutor, that the student is driving in a manner to be a danger to himself/herself or other road users. It’s the 
student’s responsibility to book, change or cancel a driving test. No refund will be given for any driving test 
cancelled at short notice with loss of fee. 
10. The school also reserves the right to refuse the use of the training vehicle, if a test booked by the 
student, clashes with one that's already booked via the trainer. 
11. Any monies that had been paid in advance will be refunded if the student decides to cancel further 
training.  
12. All prepaid lessons must be taken within Three (3) Months of payment. No refund will be given for 
expired lessons. . 
13. All clients must be in possession of a current provisional, full or other UK driving licence 
entitling them to drive the training vehicle. By signing our terms and conditions below, the client 
confirms that there are no physical or other disabilities or impediment affecting his or her ability to 
drive and that no medication or other treatment is prescribed or being taken which may impair or 
otherwise affect their ability to drive or that such information has been disclosed to the instructor 
and to the DVLA. The instructor may require further information to ensure that training may take 
place 
 
CANCELLATIONS 
 
If you have to cancel an appointment for any reason, we require 48 hour's notice. Failure to adhere to 
this, you will be charged for the full amount of hours booked... 
Other information 
You must inform your tutor as soon as possible, if there are any changes to your health or pick-up point.  
 

      I agree to the Terms and Conditions as laid out as above  
 
      Student name (Please Print) ..…………………………………………  
 
      Student’s Signature ……………………………………………………….  
  

 

http://www.abledrivingschool.org/

